
＊Based on the venue in Tokyo,Yokohama,Chiba area.

＊Recommended for a small group of  about 100-200.

‘Affordable Japan Night Package 2018’

Packaged price: JPY 1,900,000

Room Decoration:

1. ‘Torii’ gate at the entrance (One)

*2.3m high x 2.7m wide (3.0m wide with fences)

2. Red lanterns on bamboo trees (1 set=Two stands)

*2.9m high x 4.5m wide  
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*5.0m high x 10.0m wide each (Height & width adjustable)
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3. Stage backdrop (Choose one from below)

*(1)-(3)and (4)-(6) can be join and become 1 large backdrop with additional price.
*5.0m high x 7.0m wide each (Height & width adjustable)
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*4.0m high x 10.0m wide each (Height & width adjustable)
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2. ‘Taiko’ drummers performance (Three)

Entertainment :

1. Choose one from

‘Koto’ horizontal harp player (One)

‘Shakuhachi’ bamboo flute player(One)

‘Shamisen’ three string guitar player (One) 



3. Choose one from‘Kendo’players’ demonstration (Two) with 2 protectors for 

the guests/‘Sumo’ wrestlers’ demonstration (Two) with accessories 

4. Young Geisha style dancers  (Three／CD music)

Comes with 2 Sumo banners and 

3m tall Sumo inflatable balloon

*Note : Dancers are not permitted to dance after 

10:00 PM at the latest  because of  the internal 

regulations of  the agency they belong to.

Comes with 2 protectors for 

guest participation



[Options]

2) Funny Tables On Wheels    (x 2 Kimono Ladies, x 2 Tables)    JPY 120,000

* During the cocktail or welcome reception, 

Kimono lady standing in the middle of  the 

table surprises your guests as she roves around.

3) Mirror Opening Set     ( x 1 Sake Barrel with accessories)     JPY 95,000

(Wooden Cups)                               JPY 550/per piece

* 1 Sake Barrel  with original logo printed at the front.
(Sake to be provided by client. Logo print : Up to two colors)

* Wooden sake cups with logo hot iron-branded 

on two sides for all the guests.  

* The barrel is covered with a lid, and VIPs 

break it open by wooden hammers on the stage.

The Sake is then poured into wooden cups for 

everyone.

1) Samurai Butler   (x1 Performer, Full Costume) JPY 90,000

* Samurai Welcome: 

Samurai beats a Japanese drum at the entrance 

and announces arrivals of  the VIPs/ top qualifiers. 

This will make them feel they are very special.

Really unusual experience they will long remember !

4) Dharma Eye‐Painting    (x 1  70cm tall Dharma) JPY 50,000

(12cm tall Dharma/w/marker) JPY 500/per piece

* This is a really unique and traditional Japanese ceremony 

observed on festive occasions.  

On behalf  of  all the top qualifiers present at the party, 

CEO makes a wish and conducts ‘Dharma Eye Dotting Ceremony’.

The Dharma, then, is brought back to the office and kept there until 

the wish has come true. 

CEO paints the remaining eye at that time to commemorate 

the achievement. Guest participation is strongly recommended 

as the ceremony motivates the guests to try harder. 

(Minimum order from 100)



6) Confetti Cannon      (x4 Shots)                                              JPY 100,000

* As the speech comes to an end,

the air is suddenly filled with confetti 

which fills the hall with a lot of  

multi-colored confetti and brings 

the evening to a close amidst a 

roar of  cheering voices.

7) Additional Lighting    (x 1 Spot Light, x 2 Moving Lights) JPY 250,000

* Spot light operator picks a MC/VIP when necessary.

* 2 corporate logo projection.

* Operators included.

8) Audio, Lighting Operator                                         JPY 30,000/per person

* Only when they are not provided by the venue.

5) Lantern Place Card     (15cm tall)                                            JPY 800/per piece

* Japanese paper lanterns with individual guest names 

printed are placed at each table.

(Minimum order from 100)



4) 90% wire transfer is required at the time of  confirmation. 

10% will be required within 1 week after the event.

5) The packaged price & optional items are NOT inclusive of  8% government tax.

6)   Midnight charge (Taxi fee, lodging fee etc…) will be required after 23:00. 

[Notes]

2) Please allow 3 hours for set up.

* Load in & set up staff  (Two) is included in the packaged price.

3) Emcee is not included. We will provide ‘Suggestive program run down’ 

and the script in English for your MC. 

Our event coordinator (One) will assist your emcee on site.     

* Event coordinator speaks fluent English.

1) Please have your venue set up a stage and provide basic sound & lighting 

system with operators and also one dressing room for the entertainers.

* Must be large enough for 15 people. 

The room is for both male / female entertainers and the staff.

* Please provide adequate parking space for the van. (One ton.)

+81 3 3522 7511

es@eventservices.co.jp

www.eventservices.co.jp
We are here to help you. Success of  your event is our goal.

Stunning décor, lighting, entertainment available on request. 

Contact us for proposals

NOW !


